ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

GOODLAND TRANSITION (GLD.SAYGE1): From over GLD VORTAC on GLD R-306 and FQF R-038 to SAYGE. Thence. . . .

HAYES CENTER TRANSITION (HCT.SAYGE1): From over HCT VORTAC on HCT R-266 and FQF R-038 to SAYGE. Thence. . . .

NORTH PLATTE TRANSITION (LBF.SAYGE1): From over LBF VOR/DME on LBF R-247 and FQF R-038 to SAYGE. Thence. . . .

SIDNEY TRANSITION (SNY.SAYGE1): From over SNY VOR/DME on SNY R-202 and FQF R-038 to SAYGE. Thence. . . .

. . . .from over SAYGE on FQF R-038 to FQF VORTAC. Expect RADAR vectors to the final approach course at or before FQF VORTAC.